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Salad leaves aren’t just the preserve of summer. 
Sow over the coming weeks and you could be 
cutting fresh, vitamin-rich leaves all winter long. 
Sounds good? You bet, says Charles Dowding!

Veg grow guide



N
ow, in high summer, is the time to plan 
for the winter ahead. Early August is a 
key time for sowing many slower growing 
winter salads such as land cress, wild 
rocket, lamb’s lettuce, chervil, coriander 

and parsley. They are all hardy and can be grown 
outdoors through winter, although a cover of fleece or 
a cloche will increase the amount of harvests. You can 
also sow faster growing oriental leaves, spinach and 
salad rocket in late August, for harvests through late 
autumn and winter, as well as lettuce and endive, all 
covered in the next issue. For all these salads, sowing 
and covering are the same.

Sowing winter salads
You can either sow direct into 
any soil which has just been 
vacated by a final harvest of 
carrots, beetroot, beans and 
earlier salads, or into seed trays 
and modules. Direct sowing is quicker and simpler, 
but only in soils with low populations of annual weeds 
as these salads can be overtaken by faster growing 
chickweed, grasses, thistles, groundsel and so forth. 
Also, module sowing is economical with seed and 
results in even spacing of plants with few gaps.

I use trays of 3cm (1in) modules – 60 to a tray – filled 

with multipurpose compost and sown with two to 
four seeds each, meaning you have between one 
and four plants in each module you plant. This gives 
a nice strong clump of leaves. Two to four plants is 
good for cutting lots of smaller leaves, while one 

plant per station is better if you 
want to pick large, outer leaves.

From module sowings now  
your plants are ready by late 
August or early September to go 
into any spaces left by summer 
vegetables finishing. It should be 
a quick job to prepare ground. 
Just twist out remaining plants of 
beans, lettuce, carrots or whatever, 
do a thorough weeding and rake 
the soil and surface compost level 
before planting. 

All these plants can grow at the same spacing of 
22-25cm (9-10in) between each clump, which makes 
it easy to plant them all at the same time without 
worrying about different spacings for each type of 
crop. Roots have room to spread out at this distance, 
increasing your chances of better pickings in March 
and April, when they can fuel new leaf growth.

Covering them
Winter salad plants can survive normal winters 
without protection, but any help you can give them 
will increase growth of new leaves while improving 
the quality of leaf. I have tried laying fleece and mesh 
on top of plants and found that mesh gives good 
protection against rabbits and birds. Fleece on the 
other hand gives more warmth and wind protection. 
Make sure you have the thicker kind of fleece, at least 
25 gsm, otherwise winter winds can tear and shred it.

I lay fleece and mesh directly over plants without 
any hoops to support it. This is again for reasons of 
wind; when fleece is flat on the ground wind moves 
it less, although there can be some frost damage 

on leaves where they are touching the cover. If you 
use hoops, go for a flatter profile rather than a full 
semicircle. This will reduce wind damage and is fine 
because these are all low-growing plants. 

The greatest protection is afforded by a polythene 
cloche and they are a worthwhile investment for winter 
salads. I use polythene from old tunnel covers, whose 
extra thickness ensures that it does not tear when 
being buffeted by winter gales.

If your only concern is 
protection from wild animals 
such as rabbit, pigeon 
and deer, you can cover 
salads with netting 

Allowing two to four 
seedlings per plug 
(here of chervil) will 
give lots of smaller 
leaves for cutting

Left: Charles plants 
out his module-raised 
salads. Note the 
generous spacing 
between plants

Mesh covers can be 
laid directly onto 

plants and give 
excellent protection 

from birds

Below: Wider spacings 
make for fewer slug 
problems and easy 
hoeing off of weeds

TOP TIP
Sowing into modules 
allows seedlings to 

establish before planting 
out. This saves seed, 

limits pest problems and 
reduces competition  

from weeds.



LaNd cress
Also known as American land cress, this is one of 
the hardiest plants you can grow. Land cress has an 
impressive ability to make growth in low temperatures. 
However, it is a brassica and a favourite of pigeons, 
especially in cold weather, so a cover is usually needed. 
Sowings in early August can be cropping by the end of 
September to give plenty of leaves through autumn, 
and they re-grow well after cutting. Cutting low means 
less stems get in the way of a subsequent cut, then just 
trim the long stems off your harvested leaves.

By February or early March it is worth tidying plants 
of all brown and yellow leaves so that new leaves 
are easier to pick, with quite a few possible before 
flowering begins in early May, triggered by increases 
in day length. The bright yellow flowers are edible, 
having a flavour of mustard. By late May all new growth 
is mostly stem as plants flower in earnest.

WiLd rocket
Sometimes called perennial wall rocket, wild rocket 
wants treating differently to salad rocket because its 
manner and timing of growth is absolutely different! In 
fact wild rocket (Diplotaxis tenuifolia) should really have 
a different name to salad rocket (Eruca sativa) because 
although both are members of the Crucifer family, they 

are different species within it, with yellow and white 
flowers respectively.

Wild rocket grows slowly from tiny seeds. Sow in 
July and early August to make bushy plants before 
winter, perhaps with one or two pickings in late 
autumn. The main aim is to have a good root system 
in place for early spring growth, after you tidy old 
leaves off the plants in late winter. Lots of thin leaves 
appear from March and growth is vigorous in May and 
June before flowering commences in earnest. You can 
stop cutting in July to let flowers develop, then they 
self-seed promiscuously, after which plants can be cut 
again to about 5cm (2in) high for more harvests in the 
second autumn. I find that leaves from this second 
autumn are more pungent and less succulent than 
those of the first year.

Lamb’s Lettuce
Another salad with extreme winter hardiness. Lamb’s 
lettuce, or corn salad, is best sown a little later in 
August’s second half so that plants are maturing just 

as winter sets in. Later sowings are possible but may 
never reach a good size, while sowing in early August 
can result in mildew on leaves. This is a result of the 
shallow root system, well adapted to winter rains but 
not to any autumn droughts, so if you see mildew on 
leaves in October, a good watering is the best remedy.

Over the last two years I have had lovely harvests 
from a new variety ‘Pulsar’ (available from Tuckers Seeds: 
01364 652233, www.tuckers-seeds.com) whose lower 
leaves stay green for longer than most others I have 
grown, making it quicker to pick as leaves don’t need 
sorting out. Then in April there are small shoots before 
flowering and these also taste good, if slightly bitter.

cherviL, coriaNder  
aNd parsLey
These herbs grow for a long time when sown in July 
and early August. I especially recommend chervil if 
you haven’t tried it before, for its refreshing taste of 
aniseed which complements the pungent or bitter 
flavours of many winter salads.

Coriander is supposed to suffer when transplanted 

but I have always raised it in modules and recommend 
doing that for all three herbs, to plant out by late August, 
or under a cloche if planted later as leaf quality can 
suffer when plants are small and the autumn is damp. 
Coriander will probably make a stem before winter and 
this reduces its frost hardiness, but the varieties ‘Calypso’ 
and ‘Filtro’ stay in leafy mode for longer.

WiNter pursLaNe
This succulent plant, also known as claytonia, is 
attractive to slugs, which makes it difficult to 
grow leaves without holes in midwinter. The 
leaves tinge with brown in frosty weather. 
However, a mild juiciness and high content 
of Omega 3 make it worth growing a few 
plants and, if sown in early August, you can 
start harvesting in October and November, 
preferably by cutting a few leaves at a time 
rather than the whole plant so that they 
recover more quickly to make another harvest.

Covering plants with fleece in October, 
especially if you sowed in mid-August, gives a 
fair chance of helping them survive in good shape 
through winter with new leaves again from February 
or March. Their beautiful little white flowers follow in 
April and are edible. After that it is best to pull plants 
out before they seed everywhere.

Left: Wild rocket in 
April, before and 
immediately after  
a cut of leaves

Below: Two hardy heroes: 
Land cress (top) and 

lamb’s lettuce

Below left: The chervil 
in the foreground has 
just been picked over

Winter purslane 
produces particularly 
succulent leaves

1 Recently planted 
land cress in 

early September. 
The young plants 
were started off in 
modules, thinning to 
leave one plant per 
module to achieve 
longer, larger leaves.

2 Within another 
three to four 

weeks the plants 
are being regularly 
harvested. By cutting 
the leaves quite close 
to the ground, there  
is less interference 
from stems in 
subsequent cuts.

3 Tidy up plants 
after the winter to 

allow for rapid growth 
as spring arrives. 
Harvesting will come 
to a halt by the end of 
May as the plants rise 
up to flower.
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OutdOOr salad Best sOwn Pick frOm, until key qualities

land cress late July/early Aug Oct-May New leaves in cold

wild rocket late July/early Aug Oct-July Spring harvests

lamb’s lettuce late August Nov-April Hardiness

chervil, coriander, parsley late July/early Aug Oct-May Extra flavours

winter purslane August Oct-early May Pretty, nutritious

WiNter saLad checkListsupported by cloche hoops, which is less vulnerable to 
wind damage than fleece and polythene.

Harvesting ideas 
Because new growth is so slow in winter, it pays to 
harvest more carefully than in summer, at least in the 
coldest months. I find that picking a few outer leaves 
at any one time is less demanding of plants than 
cutting all their leaves across the top, which I do only 
in autumn and from April if it is mild. Also, it is good 
to tidy plants after the worst of winter, in February or 
March, by removing the older, yellowed leaves. Take 
this opportunity to also remove any weeds to reduce 
habitat for slugs. An absence of weeds makes it easier 
to pick new leaves in spring.

Land cress through the seasons
Step-by-Step
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TOP TIP
During winter harvest just 
one or two leaves from 
each plant so as not to 

exhaust it. You'll end up 
getting more leaves  

in total.


